Terror Franchise
THE UNSTOPPABLE ASSASSIN

TECHS Vital role for its success

ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﲪﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
In the Name of Allah the most Gracious, the Most Merciful, All Praise and thanks are
due to Him alone, I thank Him and seek His help, assistance, forgiveness and guidance. And I
seek His refuge from the evils of our selves and misdoings. Whoever Allah Guides there is no
one that can misguide and whoever Allah misguides there is absolutely no one that can guide,
and I bare witness that nothing is worthy of worship except Allah, and I bare witness that
Muhammad (may the peace and blessing of Allah be upon Him) is the servant and messenger of Allah.
O Muslims with scientific and technical Backgrounds:
Engineers, Doctors, Biologists, Pharmacists, researchers, hobbyists, Handymen and
women, experimenters, discoverers, The courageous, Experts in all fields, Amateurs, and all of
you who care and realize that you are a part of an Ummah..
Here is how YOU CAN easily, safely and anonymously engrave your name in history
by assisting us with the KNOWLIDGE and KNOW-HOW of how to counter Islam's enemies'
technology-especially (Laser guided weapons), and how to be able to make death, in its
explosions form- especially (the Oxidizer part of it) and toxicants in an easy, practical and
improvised way anywhere on earth..
As I am about to write this letter, my heart beats hurry in excitement and I am looking
forward to every word and letter, that I beg Allah to enable me to write in a manner in which
he is pleased with and I ask Him the Lord of the heavens and earth to place Baraka
(blessing) in what I write and that He the sustainer of life makes these words the reason for
you-who read it- to ACT NOW, without any delay or procrastination…For it's very late
already, but not too late, yet!! Because you are still alive and breathing…
What makes me even more and more thankful to Allah and even more happy and
thrilled is knowing that the actual writing of these words and the very effort of seeking to
communicate with those with experience and technical skills, and the undertaking of
exchanging of technologies, expertise and best practices within the Global Jihad
Movement, and seeking to enhance and adopt new technologies through Allied
coordination, innovation and pursuit of extra knowledge, regardless of all difficult
circumstances- all of the mentioned are the very BLESSED ACTIONS that the ZioCrusaders and their think-tanks hope the Mujahideen would never be guided to!!!
Why?!!1 Because they know as they have confessed that the mentioned above are
(after the aid of Allah-of course) the key sources of success for the Mujahideen, through
which they improve their overall capabilities, increase their operational range globally
and become even more LEATHAL, effective, adaptive, secured, successful, zealous
and victorious…Al-hamdu-lillah.
They hope with all their sinful hearts that the Mujahideen would be just overwhelmed
under their loosing-trillion dollar crusade, just waiting inactive to be killed. They yearn so badly
that if only the Mujahideen (individuals and Groups) would be tangled in energy draining,
achievement crippling, and delaying shackles of unawareness, fear, individualism,
egoism, distrust, routine, impoliteness, and other traps that their commander Satan throws
in the path of those who struggle against him and his plans.
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Studies by the -US Homeland security backed research cooperation -RAND titled: Sharing the Dragon's teeth,

Terrorist Groups and the Exchange of New Technologies. A must read for Mujahideen!!
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I wouldn't be exaggerating, if I declare that what I am about to write maybe is the
most important thing I have written in my life, and that it is the most important thing the
reader may come across in a very long time…Why? Because Allah willing it’s the key to
entering Al-Firdaws Al ala, It is the door to be written in history's few lines of the loyal,
honorable, pious, and those who desire a life and memory beyond that of speaking
mammals….!!!
It is the key and vital requirement to stopping evil, greed, genocide, corruption,
immorality, slaughter, inhumanity, robbery, bondage and suffering on a global scale.
Moreover, as you'll soon see, what I am about to reveal to you is the way (By the permission
of Allah) to goodness, piety, justice, sovereignty, freedom, safety, and honor for all of the
inhabitants of this globe.
It's frankly what you -technical people- CAN DO to take the bigger share of this
Jihad and holy struggle against America, Israel and its friends' Ziocrusade, against Muslims
and all that stands for morality, justice, and honor. It is very simple for you to do, if you
decide not to deprive yourself the blessing of pleasing Allah and being saved from the
torments of this life and the last.
Yes YOU, CAN- Allah willing-change history right there from your home town, under
the cool air of your air conditioner, safe and sound away from any danger or fear.. I am not
joking!! Not only that, but even though I am writing to you right from the battle field under
the explosions of bombings and continuous humming of Predator UAV''s, B52s, jet fighters,
Apache helicopters and the rest!!!…..You-O technical man or woman- CAN SHARE and have
the same reward if not more from Allah If you help us fight this Battle which effects
your present and future and the very existence of every living being on Earth…
Knowledge is power: These pig eating invaders and their loyal dogs are too scared
of death to fight us face to face. By Allah, let it be clear brothers and sisters that the Greedy,
blood thirsty enemies of Allah have not succeeded in killing Muslims and inflicting calamity on
the Muslim Ummah, and steeling their lands and resources because of their might and power
and sophisticated technology as much as it is the result of YOU technical people of the
Muslim Ummah abandoning us – your Mujahideen brothers- in the battle filed, fighting, and
facing fear and death to protect your security, honor, chastity, children, family, wealth, and
life!!
The main reason they continue to kill us is because nor do we have the knowledge
and resources to counter the technology they are using against us, nor are we-in the battle
filed-in a position to research and seek the know-how needed to counter the enemies tactics,
nor are you assisting us with the answers to do that!!! YOU have a big chance NOW to
STOP the savageness and arrogance of America and its allies…Yes you! And I am going to tell
you how…so straight forward… so easy….so safe…so much rewarding in both worlds…
I am going -Allah willing- to give you THE CREAM of our thirty year global fight with
the enemies of Islam…Be it the west itself or its western grown agents, and how you
technical people out there can play the most important role in the close-to-end stage of
this battle between the Party of Satan and the Party of Allah the Almighty.
Important introduction:
Today's War:
After Allah the Almighty destroyed the communist empire on the hands of minimally
equipped Muslims' youth who sold their souls for His pleasure. The whole WORLD now
has become A BATTLE FIELED, America and its Nato allies get their money,
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authority and soldiers from their VOTERS…those drunkard selfish serial tagged
infra-human Americans, and Europeans who consume the- well advertised and marketedfilth of their Zionist capitalist masters producing the money and manpower which their masters
utilize to seek to destroy Israel's enemies and to rob the people of the globe of their minds,
honor, land, resources, chastity, minerals, oil, and lives!!!
It is the VOTERS, who choose their leaders who deploy their armies against Muslims,
and pay billions of (their produced tax money) to Israel to massacre our brothers and sister. It
is the voters who vote on laws against the purity and chastity of Hijab and Minarets..While
they are the ones who vote in favor of human alien satanic practices such as homosexual
marriages and infant butchery in the wombs of their selfish heartless prostitute mothers. The
voters are the ones, who demanded America's pullout from Vietnam, and they are the ones
who pulled out their Spanish troops from Afghanistan and they are the ones who
turned the evil Tony Blair into a lame duck and ended his ten year carrier of arrogance
and American subordination with disgrace!!
The American and European citizens are the switch to shut down this heartless
damned Zio-crusade machine of Evil and greed…!!!
Allah guided the leaders of the Mujahideen, to this marvelous effective
secret…And they refused-as the west had wished- to exhaust their selves and limited
resources in side battles with the poodles of America and Israel be it the apostate regimes or
the idol worshippers or the many other Jews shoe lickers…They refused to be fooled into
tackling the servants, while the commander in chief and protector of infidelity, Zionism
and evil, (America) stays intact and safe freely keeping on generating and nourishing more
and more of its loyal agents…whom it has given the duty of protecting the cursed Jews, by
taking upon themselves the continuous humiliation, disgrace, brainwashing, tormenting and
starving of the Muslim youth and Ummah, So that the living hells (the Muslim majority
countries) which they control can be the examples against which the western so called
democratic heavens can be compared to.
As Allah the Almighty guided Muslims who lived in the west to the path of Jihad, He the
Glorified opened the chests of the Honorable Mujahideen such as Ramzi Yousuf, Aymal Qansi
and the leaders of Jihad- commencing with Al-Qaeda's leaders sheikh Osama and Doctor
Ayman Al-zawahiri to the efficient idea of shutting down the source of energy from which
the ziocrusade invaders keep on refueling with money, soldiers, and support….The Mujahideen
started thinking beyond hitting America's many tails and Decided that this coward swine
–hiding in B52 bombers and behind the controls of remotely operated, spy planes- is
only killed by blows directly to the head.. That is America's homeland, its interests
and its institutions and economical building blocks ALL OVER THE GLOBE.
The Mujahideen answered Allah's call to terrify His enemies and theirs, and with
Allah's help and assistance began the effort of producing death and fear in the drunkard
sinful hearts of American Voters, so it may be a shocking awakener for their brains drugged
by Alcohol and sexually driven media, to wake up and smell not the coffee but the
blood…OUR BLOOD…but from now on… mixed with THEIRS..!! As Sheikh Osama
declared: As you kill us you will be killed, and as you bomb us you will be bombed!!!!
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Mujahideens' Message:
The message is clear and not vague..Americans and their blind allies must clearly
understand, memorize, and develop an un-doubtful conviction that they must fear the
actions of their governments against Islam and the Muslim world as they fear DEATH it
self!!! The same as every American relates cancer tumors, heart attacks and AIDS with loss of
limbs, end of life, coffins, graves and the inevitable payback in the pits of Hell, Every
American should see and feel REAL DEATH with every penny paid from the taxpayers'
money to Israel. The Americans and their NATO allies' citizens should perceive FATALITY
with every missile fired on our brothers and sister in Gaza, they should envision
MOTRTALITY with every step their evil soldiers take towards our lands. The Americans and
their European allies need to imagine, visualize, and comprehend DEATH, amputation,
blood, pain, depression, bankruptcy, misery and TOTAL DESTRUCTION with every
drop of ink or (bit) used to ridicule Prophet Muhammad (may the peace and blessing of Allah
be upon Him) or Qura'n or any symbol of Islam. They should wait for the same with every
second our sister Afia Siddiqi or our blind sheikh Omar AbadRrahman spends in American jails.
Global Mujahideens' Mission:
The mission of the Global Mujahideen of today is to KILL a few tens, or hundreds
or thousands of the infidel citizens of America and its western ally countries in their
HOMELANDS and wherever they are sited on any spot on the planet until they FEAR
participating in or supporting any actions against Islam and the Muslims as they FEAR DEATH
ITSELF!!! The VOTERS in America and its ally countries should know that their lives and the
lives of their loved ones are going to be the price paid for the evil actions of those who they
VOTE FOR (against us and our loved ones)!!.
Moreover, the mission of the Global Mujahideen is to destroy the American
economy by targeting American economical targets globally.
They must KNOW that if they choose to LIVE for ISRAEL, then for it THEY SHALL
DIE!!
Global Mujahideens' Executed Missions:
In accordance with this creed and successful strategy the Mujahideen carried out many
painful operations against the previously mentioned lawful targets, such as the first world
trade center bombings in New York and the American embassy bombings in Kenya and Nairobi
and the bombing of the American warship USS Cole in Yemen and the historic catastrophic
blessed operations of September eleven which destroyed the world trade centers and a large
part of the Pentagon when nineteen young men used four passenger planes and by the help
of Allah transferred them into human guided missiles. After that, and even when the Muslim
Ummah was tested with the destruction of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan on the Hands of
America and its NATO allies supported by the essential role of the apostate government of
Pakistan lead by the western agent Musharraf and then the bandit Zardari, and regardless of
all of the horrific difficulties endured by the Mujahideen, they continued (All praises due to
Allah) steadfastly with their life's mission and proven plan.
By the grace of Allah, the honorable Global Mujahideen struck the Spanish
railways with multiple deadly explosions at rush hour which by the grace of Allah lead to the
Spaniards getting the message. They had enough intelligence-opposite to the stupid arrogant
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Americans and Brits- to immediately sack their American subordinate government and pull
their troops from the battle field. Then, similar deadly martyrdom operations against the
London subways were executed, which trashed the haughty Tony Blair and started (By the
grace of the Almighty) a chain of tribulations and disgraceful revelations in the British
governing parties.
However, seemingly the British were too arrogant and stupid to have had learned
quickly enough and are asking-like the Americans, Germans, and French for extra lessons!!
Following the London bombing and before it, there were several blessed operation against
American and European targets in Indonesia, Pakistan, Egypt, India and elsewhere2, such as
the brave bombing of a bus carrying French nationals, the Marriott hotel massive
bombing, the bombing of the Denmark embassy in Islamabad, the massive Bali bombings, and
lately the heroic Fidai operations in Bombay-India's economical capital- in which several
western targets were struck in which many Americans and other westerners were killed.
Following that, was the beautiful huge bombing-also in India- of the western German bakery
mainly visited by Jews and western nationals in general…And not to forget of course the latest
detrimental martyrdom operation in Khost on several CIA senior officers in a military base in
Afghanistan.
America and its allies knew that the SPREAD of this (SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY)
adopted by the Global Jihad Movement leads un-doubtfully to the rapid demise of its satanic
evil gang comprised of America, its allies and its institutions (named the international
community)…. This meant that they won't be able anymore to suck the blood of their long
tamed victims to satisfy their never-ending greed for wealth and power!! This meant that they
would be deprived of the money, land, man power and military might they (the party of Satan)
have throughout history sought to seize lands and install their Satan approved man made
laws.
On these lands and living under these laws, Allah's creations are transformed into
obedient consumers-in a huge farm-like crowd called- the Market economy. The inhabitants
of these human farms are deceived into PAYING FOR heart killing, moral demolishing, faith
disfiguring, in humane evil obscene products…under the attractive banners of freedom, human
rights and equality. Moreover, in these cursed gatherings, man marring man and woman
marring woman are signs of modernity, advancement, and success.
Just a perfect plan (as they had hoped) to distract humans from their PLOT and
ultimately fulfill the promise of their original commander SATAN to drag the sons and
daughters of Adam with them into Hell!!
America and its foolish followers or allies came with all their might and CIA agents and
propaganda to the land of Khurasan thinking that they would be able to siege and quarantine
this Ideology and Methodology which threatens their unquestioned control of this
globe. The battle began on two fronts, the traditional on land combat-which the Mujahideen
are familiar with- The other new front was the proven-lethal selective covert war against
the Mujahideen, their leaders, their technical personal and supporters among both the Islamic
emirate and Pakistani Taliban commanders and Pakhtoon tribes.

2

For extra information on Global Mujahideen executed missions: see MIPT Terrorism Knowledge Base, and the previously
mentioned rand study.
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The battle on Land:
As for the front of land combat, the Americans, NATO, ISAF, UN, and their dollarpurchased supporting mercenaries among the (Shia' Hazara majority North Alliance) and
apostate local Afghanis were continuously (by the help of Allah) cut to peaces by the deadly
explosions of countless non stopping Istishadi (Martyrdom- operations) against their
fortified high wall Camps, their vehicles -which the cowards rarely stepped out of any wayand their rare foot patrols.
The other WEAPON that filled most of their corpses' bags and just ripped their yellow
sinful hearts is what they call IED's…Improvised explosive devises –mainly made of different
ordnances' shells or basic two substance (Oxidizer+Reducer)-mixtures armed with
shrapnel sometimes which ripped through their so-called armored vehicles and bodies, which
ended up in Afghanistan dogs' tummies just as Dr Ayman Al zawahiri (may Allah protect him
and all the Mujahideen) had warned them before. These [ACd's) (Anti Crusader) devices
were in this case either detonated with (Improvised-simply built Pressure switches, and booby
traps) or remotely detonated either via radio controlled switches (RC) or using the more
common and easier to make FLASH attached to several hundred meters of doubled enamel
wire. The FLASH is basically a simple (Mujahideen improvised Circuit-built totally from easily
available China components). The circuit produces high voltages (up to 250-700 volts)
utilizing four AA batteries connected in series. The high voltage enables the current to pass
through the wire to the detonator overcoming the resistance of the long wire. Among the
Mujahideens' Main tactics in Afghanistan also, were ambushes, Fidai operations, target killings,
poisoning, artillery operations and others.
The result by the help of Allah was that the crusade collation came to realize-from the
ground troops up to higher ranking officers that, if they wouldn't run way fast enough they
would un-doubtfully all die. As a result, Obama downgraded his declared ambitions or to be
exact his (Zio-Christian Lobbyist masters') day dreams from eliminating Taliban and
transforming Afghanistan to a (Democratic Country!!) to what they would like to imagine as
achievable goals: stated as eliminating Al-Qaeda, and depriving it and their Allies of safe
heavens from which they can plan operations against the west and its allies such as China,
and India.
ISI-CIA Deadly Covert War:
Having said that, there was a battle hidden behind the scenes!! There but not
there!! In a nut shell Pakistan's ISI sold or surrendered to America its 60 year old (already
prepared) infrastructure of senior agents, Informers, recruiters, bases, Political parties,
airports, logistics, and all that the Americans demanded from them. ISI dogs gathered the
somewhat freely available Info from their countless –money worshipping tribal agents, or from
the many captured-among the Mujahideen and civilians, in check posts, sudden ambushes,
and sudden raids on houses during the preparation stage through 2003-2006. Their American
Masters would choose the targets, and then give out the IR transmitting Designators and
invisible ink markers to the many spy contractors who then try to get the job of placing
the designator on the selected target done with the least spent (on the many disposable
agents) leaving most of the money for themselves and their coordinators among the
Government, Army, and ISI officials. After the designator is placed on the targeted compound
or vehicles (mostly when left unguarded in market places) the only thing left is for the UAV
to track the IR signal or invisible ink flashing from the target or near to it, shoot a (near
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to IR laser beam) on the target then fire laser guided missiles towards the reflected laser
energy. This is what happened with most of the Mujahideen killed in khurasan.!!!
Taking advantage of repeated mistakes:
Apparently, The Mujahideen in the targeted khurasan region-surrounded by different
enemies from all directions did not –may be- have the chance to adapt to ground realities as
quickly as the enemy changed its tactics to an unusual one with the arrival of Robert gates as
America's defense minister to a selective long-breath covert war. Selective laser guided
bombings of specific individuals one at a time or selective groups one at a time, later
bundled and broadened with time, and spaced by some intervals, and now and then
exchanged with different warship bombings-sometimes even on useless targets and mass
ground operations which displaced millions of civilians, all of the mentioned and a mixture of
other mind and heart stressing aspects-not to mention-the painful fact that the Mujahideen
and the tribal inhabitants were just looked at from the rest of Muslim Ummah (including those
with technical knowledge). All that, compounded with the severe lack of financial
resources, and maybe at sometimes the not so efficient (learn and adapt) attitude added
to somewhat improvable organizational skills related mainly to coordination, enemy tactics
assessment, communication, inter-exchange of knowledge and technology and decision
making. Add to that, as a senior Mujahideen strategist states: The Mujahideen getting too
caught up with the offensive aspect of the battle and not giving the crucial defensive
aspect of it the absolutely vital attention it requires, as a result overlooking a major
building block of success in gorilla warfare! All of the mentioned and many maybe uncontrollable or controllable variables (Allah knows best) may have weighed towards the
Mujahideens' weak and slow counter strategy against the technology deployed by the
Americans against them.
To summarize, the great-history making, honorable Jihad in Khurasan with all its
countless blessings and rewards (Allah willing) for those honored to be part of it and the whole
Ummah and world, wasn't different from any human endeavor- and has had a lot of room for
improvement, advancement, adaptation, and innovation, but there has been and continues to
be an ENEMY guided by some of the neighbors of the Mujahideen waiting patiently for the
chances in (recurring) faults and mistakes to betray and kill!!
Allah's enemy's waste of life, wealth and effort:
Having mentioned, that the American Zio-crusade collation -totally facilitated by the
ISI's already established infrastructure-took advantage of the weak points of the
Mujahideen and was able (after Allah's permission) to kill some of them, this of course, still
does not change the fact that the party of Satan are loosing on an enormous scale on all
fronts, and still did not and will not (by the Help of Allah) achieve their goal of attaining
security for the citizens of America and its ally countries unless –as Sheikh Osama told themwe live it in reality in Palestine and the world over. As for those killed, American missiles have
been the means for them to gain Shahada (martyrdom) (so we consider them and to Allah is
their reckoning) which is the ultimate dream of every Mujahid, by which (Allah willing) the
winners guarantee success and security and the highest ranks and infinite joy in Jannatul
Firdaws which Allah has prepared specially for those who sell themselves for His pleasure. As
for Israel's battalion, they As Allah the Almighty have said in Quran, spent trillions of their
money and what they have spent became a source of sorrow for them and after that they
shall be defeated.
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Allah- their creator and the Lord of the universe who defeated Firown, and the
destroyer of the people of A' ad, Thamood and the many disbelieving nations before and after
them will definitely punish, humiliate, disgrace and destroy the American gang, however, as
He the Almighty has declared- He will grant a group of His loving slaves (who pass the
tests, do the required work and become eligible) the honor and pleasure of being the
means for this GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT. I Pray to Allah and beg His bounty and mercy to
grant me and YOU who are reading these words the honor to be among the fortunate who
rid this world of evil and lead Allah's creation from the darkness, sorrow and anxiety of
disbelief to the light and gladness of Islam.
TERROR FRANCHISE: The UNSTOPPABLE ASSASSIN!!.
America and its foolish allies based their so called war on terror on a few expired
(wishful thinking) principles. Summed in: 1) that terror operations must be directed and
planed by a specific person or group from one or two spots on the globe!! 2) Stereotyping
those who execute such operations!! 3) That the means (knowledge and material) used to
inflict death and terror can be narrowed and hence either be blocked or watched over in
markets!!
To the despair of the crusaders, regardless of all their efforts in countering terrorism
the Global jihad movement have in the (face of counterterrorism pressure) thanks to Allah,
rather transformed, and revolutionized into a MULTINATIONAL, TRANSATLANTIC
FRANCHISE, or as techs call it an OPEN SOURCE TERROR PROJECT. The Mission is
clearly and boldly known and it’s the right and even more the duty and obligation of every
Muslim to take upon him or her self the responsibility to serve in a module or unit of
this MISSION.
Let us (1) divide into completely disconnected, INVISBLE, INFINITE
TASKFORCES (2) every taskforce completes the part of the mission which it is best at (3)
Then make the ready component[S] available by all means, resources, options and methods
so that the final Executing Taskforces all over the planet earth can easily assemble the
effective product (DEATH AND TERROR), and distribute it (in the market economy) to those
who DESERVE IT!! This paper is not going to deal with why we should terrify Americans
and their blind allies, for there are countless history-long records in all forms known to
mankind that answer this (somewhat silly-outdated) question!! This Paper is concerned with
the vital aspect of HOW we CAN ALL TERRIFY Allah's enemies.
Terror operations usually fall into three or four broad categories (1) assassination
using (common or improvised) weapons or more effectively toxicants (Cyanide, Ricin,
Phosgene etc) (2) seizure (e.g..highjacking Planes, buses, remote civic hauls etc) (3) explosive
destruction of a major asset, usually accompanied by substantial loss of life (4) unconventional
operations (such as ramming rock filled trucks into high speed trains rail crossings) etc.
Terror tools:
As it seems clear from the previously stated categories, that in addition to the correct
and truthful ideology and methodology required to execute such operations, an
operation CAN NOT be done without the crucial requirement of THE SCIENCE, THE
TECHNOLOGY and TOOLS or EQUIPMENT which is utilized by the executing taskforce to
attain the desired result in the form of (dreadful, eye opening and oppression stopping
death, fear and terror!!). No matter how brave or truthful and sincere the Mujahid can be,
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he, she or they in addition to completing the Sharia requirements for victory such as
(seeking Allah's pleasure alone, relying on him alone, hoping and expecting success from Him
alone, humbleness, piety etc), they must also fulfill the requirements that go along with
the universal rules and ways Allah has made this world work according to. Terror tools,
after Allah's help were, are and will be the main source of achievement on both the
conventional battle filed and the most vital Transatlantic City terror warfare. No wonder,
Allah has ordered His slaves in Quran to give this crucial necessity the utmost attention as
He the Al Mighty says in Suratul Anfal, verse 60:
(And make ready against them all you can of power, including steeds of war (tanks, planes,
explosives, missiles, artillery) to threaten the enemy of Allah and your enemy, and others besides whom,
you may not know but whom Allah does know. And whatever you shall spend in the cause of Allah shall
be repaid unto you, and you shall not be treated unjustly) [8:60]
Simple, but DEADLY:
Contrary to what the western media keeps on signing on their media, Terror
franchises and taskforces DO NOT need neither nuclear bombs nor radio active material
(even though it would be nice to have) to achieve their goal !! A few grams of Cyanide
(easily manufactured and sold by the kilo in third world countries) or Ricin diluted in water and
injected randomly in anything ingested on super markets shelves, picnics, restaurants etc, or a
few kilos of sodium chlorate or any other oxidizer-grounded properly- and mixed in the right
ratio with a reducer (according to Oxy-red mixtures rules3) and armed with shrapnel or for
example a U-HALL truck filled with rocks and driven on high speed rail tracks crossings- all of
the previous are just examples of what multinational Terror Franchises need to
disseminate NONSTOP, UNPREDICTED, INVISIBLE SUDDEN DEATH even for one, two
or a handful of VOTERS to create the right atmosphere of terror and fear of the
unknown for them to STOP (the rat race for a while) and RETHINK (THE PROS AND CONS)
of their elected governments' policies, alliances and actions!!

Techs Taskforce: Research and Documentation.
This unit consists of those mentioned in the head of this paper. YOU have the utmost
vital part to complete.
Research the needed information, there are many sources to begin with mostly
found in the literature and websites of specific interests groups such as, rouge science, civil
rights, hackers, knowledge freedom, hobbyists, Anarchist, Survivalists, alternative fuel-energy,
pyrotechnics, invention Patents, video sites, anti government, DIY, How to, evil scientists,
MIT fab-lab,(applied science, chemistry, etc), appropriate technology, information unlimited
etc. As for chemical related material, a good approach is to see how this substance was
produced when it was first discovered or invented, new industrial methods are based on
energy efficiency, mass production and low cost, which does not matter to Terror Franchises,
Producing one kilo of (any oxidizer or toxicant) a week for example is very much
acceptable. Key aspects of concern to Terror Producers are improvising, small scale, onsite,
starting martial based on consumer products, and home built or purchased apparatuses (even
from another continent).
Performing the procedures :After the research is completed, the second even
more important part is actually performing the procedures (synthesis, assembly etc) and
3

For example: any chlorate + motor oil (44:6) ratio also Hydrogen peroxide 70-80% + (honey or black pepper or flour etc)
(4:1) ratio are very powerful explosive mixture…Look at shiekh abu khabbab's training manual for many other mixtures.
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explaining it in an easy(step by step, foolproof) practical manner on video (preferred) and-or
PDF format document and any other media used in the civilian arena such as Flash,
PowerPoint etc. Reviewing presentation skills' and watching already available instructionoriented material of the previously mentioned groups gives a good idea of the best practices
to make use of while preparing such material such as ALSO mentioning alternatives from
house hold and consumer products, car parts, garden, hardware, plumbing, building material,
and every and anything around that can be brought or improvised regardless of the original
field and purpose it is used for.
The information and tools needed are related to two main aspects of this war and a
third one connected to it and serves its end results. These categories are (1) Defensive (2)
Offensive (3) General development.
Points to bear in mind:
1) You can undertake as much as you can from the following lists or even one of the topics
listed is also very beneficial. The researcher should be careful of falling into hindering;
achievement blocking traps such hesitation, procrastination, undermining oneself, just do it,
begin the first line and the rest will just flow and you'll enjoy it. Trust me.
2) Not to consider any information not important or too obvious. What might be obvious to
someone maybe is not to the other, and we are working here with an entire nation and
generations to come. Allah willing.
2) Include a lot of illustrations, pictures, sources, etc. Try to be persuasive and encouraging.
3) While video recording a mask can be weared, voice changed etc.
4) If for some reason (hopefully not) the research wouldn't be followed up with the actual
explained application, then at least the research should be suitably propagated, so it could be
built upon and completed by others.
5) No doubt there is going to be a lot of effort, money and time put in this crucial work of
Jihad, however, there needs to be also great effort in making sure that the information is
disseminated to all Terror Franchises and Taskforces Globally. Anonymously, upload your
(long waited for) work to web sharing sites, Jihadi discussion forums, and send emails
advertising about the material and request effort be made to get the info to the right hands or
you can even send the info (on DVD) by mail to someone you think would get it to where it
needs to go.
6) If the whole project takes a lot of time, maybe it is better to make it into parts and upload
it one after the other as soon as one is ready. At the end, maybe the whole project can be
uploaded all in one piece again.
Offensive tools: I am going to begin with this topic because I think it is the most
important part in our mission: Many operations failed in the preparation stage primarily
because the tools were not available in a secured and easy way. Working on making Terror
tools available to all, Allah willing, no doubt increases exponentially the number of those
willing to execute operations globally .The needed information is arranged according to its
importance:
Explosions: Immediately needed
1) Preparation, synthesis of (Oxidizers) especially substances in class 3 as categorized
by the NFPA (look at the provided files in the terror franchise folder).
2) Hydrogen peroxide via fuel cell, electrolysis of an aqueous solution of sulfuric acid or
other compounds. Or electrochemical reduction of Oxygen using [gas diffusion
electrode …what is this?] or [packed bed electrode…what is this?]…or absolutely any
other option. And best way to raise its concentration to 35-80%
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3) Producing Hydrogen (Via water electrolysis or whatever is best) for either usage in
fuel cell? Or in a (downscaled anthraquinone-what is this- process).
4) Utilizing apparatuses such Ozone Generators, electrical arc, furnaces, electrochemical cells etc
in the production of Oxidizers or its starting material such as sulfuric cid for electrolysis.
5) (k,Na) Chlorate, Chlorite, perchlorate, manufacturing on a small scale.
6) 65% calcium hypochlorite production via hydroxide and chlorine or other.
7) Chlorine production and storage for hypochlorite etc.
8) The effectiveness of any of the other peroxides, oxides, chromates or any Nonnirate oxy. (Look at the Pyrotechnic composition file, and Detect file in terror tools folder).
9) Synthesis of Sodium, Potassium or other (elements Ca etc, substances) that react
explosively with water or to be burnt (Oxidized) in air (simple-how) into
peroxides and either used directly with a reducer (How-which)? Or reacted with
(water or diluted sulfuric acid?) to form hydrogen peroxide.
10)New options for primary explosives (used in detonators).
11)Production of Carbides, for acetylene, how to explode?
12)Production of Oxygen, storage how to best utilize?
13)Nitric Acid via Ozonator or other procedure. And raising its concentration to
anhydrous form.
14)Small scale improvised mechanical nitration of (hexamine, etc – to rdx, petn)
including temperature control options etc. also Bachmann process.
15)Other alternatives for Acetone as a RDX solvent.
16)Producing lead dioxide plates (lead is available in (lead acid) batteries' plates) etc to
be used either as an oxidizer (if it works) or as anodes in electrolysis.
17)Producing iron oxides (rust) utilizing it as an oxidizer? Other than thermites?
18)Fuel air explosions (Butane, methane, benzene) sprayed in air? gas leaks?
19) HHO bombs, gases from water Hydrogen, Oxygen… explode through ignition?
20)Sulfates as oxidizer (How?) examples.
21)Hydrogen producing reactions (caustic soda or hydrochloric acid + metals (zinc or
aluminum) how powerful if contained in sealed containers.
22) Water based, and solvent based binders, Plasticizer for powdered material.
23) A Non liquid (solid or jelly) mixture using the great 70%Hydrogen peroxide oxidizer.
24) Any other option (energetic compounds, devices etc) to create a kinetic MOVING
FORCE, with enormous heat, eye opening massive glow, and deafening; brain
awaking loud noise.
Toxicants: Immediately needed
1) Actual improvised production and testing of Cyanides, Ricin.(immediately needed)
2) Preparation and testing (rabbits is ok) of any lethal (delayed and immediate)
ingested toxicants.
3) On Camera production of any of war gases (Phosgene, VX, etc)..Look at NbK file and
scientific principles of improvised home warfare. (onsite production apparatus also).
4) Actual production and testing of Biological toxicants (Anthrax, Botulism, clostridium,
endotoxins, Exotoxins etc)
5) Production of (HCl) or whatever is needed in the production of toxicants.
6) Any other options that can be used as toxicant ….plants, etc…detailed, local names
pictures, incidents, cultivation…Insects…etc…read scientific principles of improvised home
warfare volume 2, 5, 6.

7) Bacteria based weapons….how? detail. Any other practical options.
8) Airborne substance that when sprayed in small quantity or mixed (tablet form) with
water, tranquilizes the entire inhabitants of a hall or plane. And its antidote.
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Rocketry: Flying death.
1) Step by step manufacture of improvised rockets, including propellant, Fixed and
erectable fins etc.
2) 90% H2O2 propelled rockets system, tanks, pumps, catalyst.
3) Simple improvised inertia switch for after flight switching of timer in rockets.
4) Improvised home made mortar, grenade launcher, rocket launcher, etc.
Electronics oriented:
1) Remote switching options: simple 2-5watt radio frequency based remotes. Fm, Am etc.
even better PLL controlled. Digital code options. etc…anti jamming procedures.
2) Utilizing light frequencies in high power (laser, IR, etc) modulated or not transmitters and
sensors to switch on, off circuits in the 1500 meter range, in daylight.

3) Utilizing ultrasound, infra sound etc through strobes in the ground or air etc for
remote switching.(un-jammable options)
4) Most importantly devises to disable, incapacitate or destroy enemy electronic
devises, sensors, equipments, communication etc. Stingray?
5) Ultra sonic (Acoustical) phasor, Pain generating incapacitating (Non lethal-or lethal)
devises.
6) 5-15 watt FM (88-102 MHz) transmitters for radio transmission of Dawa and anti
kufr messages. Step by step assembly and tuning.
7) Options for generating electrical energy, and fuels for vehicles in all situations.
8) (Vibration, magnetic (metal), sound etc) activated switches (circuits). And any
improvised booby trap, tripping methods etc. (triggering IEDs) etc.
9) Utilizing HHO electrically produced gas mixture for projectile propulsion.
10)Any idea about utilizing any common appliance, thing etc in an uncommon manner,
with some tweaking.
11)Passive systems for detecting plane positions in the air, and auto aiming of weapons
(launcher) accordingly.
Mechanical oriented:
1) A six by six inch launching pad, utilizes gears, pistons and motors etc to move 360
degrees on the horizontal axis and maybe 90 degrees on the vertical axis,
something that looks like a ground-tennis ball thrower. Operated remotely either
with wire or wireless. On this pad we can either fit multiple rocket launchers or any
other weapon with a camera, to be able to aim the weapon (remotely) on
helicopters, UAVs, military convoys etc.
2) Non explosive (mechanical based) throwers for projectiles such as crossbow, leaf
and motor operated slingers.
3) Options for mechanical timers (triggering, security) (gear system etc).
4) Propeller driven gliders, for flying Fidais and Istishadis..into their forts and compounds.

5) (Universal) Scopes for artillery, horizontal increments of 60 and every one devided
to a hundred, 360 degrees divided to 60 minutes and every minute into 100
seconds. Vertical 90 degrees divided to 15 minutes and each 100 seconds. Mills scope
Documents Forging: Pass to anywhere.
1) Information and methods of improvised security printing forging.
2) Monogram production, chip cloning, picture changing, info erasing on both water
based and regular new type passports.
3) Other methods and skills to produce whatever security documents governments
produce. Passport, certificate, license, passes, etc
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4) Available and prospect smuggling roots and methods.
5) Information on America and Europe's borders and its weaknesses.
Additional related Info: Big goals need BIG teamwork.
1) Camouflage: manufacture of artificial rocks, camouflage for IEDs, and makeup
science for changing appearance.
2) Molds, casts: making molds for pourable material, molding shoe soles, statues.
3) Any ideas for hiding or better integrating mixtures into consumer products
manufacture.
4) Any and every idea that exposes weaknesses in the west and how to exploit it.
5) Small scale manufacturing process of everything humans use. Machining, casting,
molding, pressing, forging, finishing, bending…processes...pro...?
6) Any beneficial info applied to life, alternatives in energy, medicine, innovation,
mechanics, communication, weaponry, etc…
Defense Tools: Primarily, research is needed in the crucial field of the methods and
technology deployed by the party of Satan against the Mujahideen on the battle field
and in the city, then completed by the research and documentation of the measures
and tools to counter such enemy tactics, For example.
1) Laser detection and jamming
2) IR detection (wide range).
3) Invisible ink, color (used by the enemy for target designation. How to detect it?
4) Detection and jamming of satellite communication. Used by spies and to remotely
control UAV, and transmit video footage.
5) Mobile and communication scanning and positioning (triangular etc) counter measures.

6) Utilization of HF etc Transceivers in transatlantic sound and data communication.
7) Applicable Hacking, phreaking etc skills for ground line, mobile, internet, wireless etc
and utilization in secured communication and other useful (non-regulated!) activities.
8) Utilizing Tesla coil, plasma devises in jamming laser guided missile?

Media, Propaganda Task force: One for EVERY one.

Remember Allah says: "And incite the believers", and Prophet Muhammad peace be
upon Him says: "Fight the polytheists with your wealth, your hands and your tongues". And
He said to Omar al Farooq" I swear by in whose hand is my soul his words (Ibn Rawaha's) is

even more hurting on the disbelievers than the strikes and blows of arrows!!

This unit consists of mostly computer and internet savvy people. The Motto "1
for EVERY one" means that the main mission of this unit is to (Anonymously) send at

least one message (text, voice, video etc) to every Kafir (non believer on the globe.
(especially in America and NATO alliance countries) and send the same to every Muslim
on this globe via the net, mobiles even bulk mail and flyer and street stands-as
applicable- (why not) etc. Some ideas…
1) It is all about wining attention!
2) Utilize the same methods used by massive marketing and spam campaigns.
3) Social sites, blogs, etc twitter, face book, my space etc All and every, influential
persons and groups…learn from marketing firms, same method…different message!
4) Customize the message to the language and norms of every country being sent to.
5) The message could be one line for the Kafir's for example: Do you want be saved
from the coming sep/11? Link to already prepared material Bow Bregdal's video,
Adams messages Siddeq Khan's message and all His brothers.
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6) Prepare statistics of American's filth…Rape, murder, prison population, cheating,
adultery, alcoholism, drug addiction, sodomy, child sex, abortion, robbery,
homosexuality, aids, sexually transmitted diseases, trillion budget deficit, etc, etc. let them
remember how evil and disgusting they are and why the Mujahideen will do anything to kick
them out from the Muslims' lands. Huge posters, wall writings, road video displays,

pamphlets etc...Ok….innovate…DO IT!!

7) Prepare statistics of America's crime thru out history against humanity beginning with red
Indians, Vietnam, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Palestine……., Abu Guraib,.….,….!!.

8) Prepare statistics of America's servitude to lobbyists, banks; Show their
governments' subordination to AIPAC and similar Zionists.
9) Mobilize already anti government groups. Tea party, coffee party etc.
10) Message to Muslims could be for example, do you want to be the next sep/11 hero. Or
do you have a HEART? That cares for our brothers and sisters in Gaza? Connect them
to this file and the Arabic version (*ارھبــوھمterrify them). Extremely important…
guide, direct, refer, show, take, point, funnel and channel them to Jihad…
For you or against you:
Here, with these words I have showed you the Highway (Allah willing) to rescue
your self and Ummah from disgrace. You can't say:"I did not know what to do!" you
can't say: "the roads were blocked to the Mujahideen, I couldn't meet them." You can't
say :" but I am scared or my children, my wife, husband, my job, my…" brother,
sister you don't need to come!!. If you are going to do what we have requested, your
place (for now) is right there were you can get the job done. Allah will ask you: what
have you done with the knowledge, health, youth, wealth, time and chances you had?
This paper is going to be on the Day of Judgment either for you-if you act upon it- or
against you-if you just set it aside to gather dust!!! NOW is the time to prepare an
answer for those inevitable questions!
With these words YOU have received your mission, it's your honor, your Ummah, your
dignity, your destiny, your religion, your family, your life, your chance….Don't wait!!Make a
DIFFRENCE!!!You can…you will succeed… Allah is with us..
End Note: Kindly make it your first duty to get this paper in its digital or printed form to
everyone you know, including sheikhs and preachers and those who you think can help
and will pass the word on, They don't have to be Mujahideen, let them read it and make du'a
that Allah opens their hearts, He alone is the guider to truth. Add to it the terror tools folder if
you can.
Please translate to Urdu, Arabic, German, and all possibly beneficial languages.
The meeting is in Firdaws by the mercy and generosity of Allah.
O Allah I have proclaimed, O Allah be my witness.
And at the end we proclaim all praises and thanks are due to Allah the Lord of the worlds.

Your brother in Islam

Abu-Salih Al Somali
Khurasan
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